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Hisco Named MicroCare Distributor of the Year 2016 

 

HOUSTON—March 28, 2017—Hisco, an employee-owned, specialty distribution company serving principally 

the electronics, aerospace and defense, and medical device markets, has been awarded Distributor of the Year 

2016 by MicroCare, a leader in fiber optic, precision and medical device cleaning. Hisco received the award 

based on professionalism, technical expertise and a deep understanding of its customers’ needs. Additionally, 

Hisco grew MicroCare sales nearly 20% in 2016. The award was presented February 14 at IPC APEX EXPO 

2017.  

 

“Hisco’s focus is to create recognized value for our customers through our unique offerings and documented 

cost savings,” said Bob Dill, Hisco president and CEO. “To that end, we thank MicroCare for aligning with us 

to make that happen time and again.” 

  

For more than 45 years, Hisco has delivered value to customers through quality products, process solutions and 

local inventory. Today, the international branch network includes 38 stocking locations in three countries: the 

United States, HiscoMex in Mexico and HiscoCan in Canada. Hisco’s Precision Converting facilities provide 

value-added fabrication, and its Adhesive Materials Group provides an array of custom repackaging. Hisco also 

offers vendor-managed inventory programs and specialized warehousing for chemical management, logistics 

services and cold storage. In addition to MicroCare, its supplier base includes manufacturing giants Alpha, 3M 

and Brady, to name a few. For more information, visit www.hisco.com. 

 

MicroCare Corp. is the global leader in cost-effective, environmentally-progressive chemistries, tools and 

processes for precision cleaning. Its mission is to create cleaning solutions that utilize the most innovative 

technologies for the highest quality equipment, including the NASA space shuttle. For more than 30 years, it 

has helped companies discover perfectly clean. MicroCare is headquartered in New Britain, Connecticut. 
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